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THERE IS AN ART AND A SCIENCE TO LIVING
OUTSIDE. CREATING AN EXPERIENCE SO PERFECT
YOU’LL NEVER WANT TO GO BACK INSIDE TAKES
MORE THAN A TRADITIONAL HARDSCAPE MENTALITY.
IT TAKES A LOVE OF NATURE SO STRONG YOU CAN
TASTE IT AND SMELL IT AND FEEL IT IN YOUR DNA. IT
TAKES A CRAFT BREWER’S PASSION FOR HARDSCAPES
THAT BORDERS ON OBSESSION. IT TAKES A WHOLE NEW
WAY OF THINKING ABOUT PAVERS AND WALLS.
WE CALL IT
, AND IT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
LIKING YOUR NEW OUTSIDE ENVIRONMENT AND LIVING IT.
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SHOWN | mesquite
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The Chesapeake Bay and its rivers and streams are incredibly special to us at NewLine. From crabbing and
fishing to water-skiing to simply relaxing with the family and taking in the views, each of us at NewLine shares a
similar passion for this gorgeous and serene body of water.
Unfortunately, with environmental stress and increased development, the natural water filtration provided by the
soil is diminishing. In turn, increasing amounts of storm water runoff — mixed with motor oil, fertilizers and other
contaminants — are polluting lakes, rivers, coastlines, groundwater and, of course, our own Chesapeake Bay.
We believe that more should be done to preserve this vital watershed. Therefore, NewLine Hardscapes is proud to
support the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF) to help protect and restore the Chesapeake’s natural resources.
CBF is working to ensure the recovery of rivers, streams and the Bay for the benefit of the more than 17 million
people living in the region, the thousands of species of wildlife and future generations.
Moving forward, NewLine will donate a percentage of our proceeds to CBF for every square foot of our permeable interlocking concrete pavers (PICPs) that are manufactured and sold either residentially or commercially.
PICPs are important in this fight because they help filter pollution from stormwater runoff as well as reduce runoff
from rainstorms by as much as 100 percent. Rooted in our live outside philosophy and compelled by our care
for this wonderful natural resource, our mission at NewLine is to “give back to the Bay” at every opportunity. We
hope you can join us in this mission.
The Blue Crab logo is part of our “NewLine Cares” effort, which shows our support of
the Chesapeake Bay and our environment in general. Look for the Blue Crab logo next
to all of our permeable paver products.

newlinehardscapes.com
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PAVE RS

MOVING
THE INDOORS
OUTSIDE
Lay a foundation that not only improves the value and
aesthetic appeal of your home, but one that invites you
and your family to enjoy the great outdoors. With classic
shapes, bold colors and distinctive textures, NewLine’s
premium pavers can transform your outdoor living
space and set the stage for backyard parties, cookouts
or just plain relaxing... for years to come.
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PAVER FINISHES

Different tastes mean different needs in selecting your hardscape products. We help make
the process easier by providing our pavers with a variety of face finish options. Whether it’s
smooth, textured, clean or antiqued, we have the look you need.

CHAMFERED

A classic finish that is characteristic
of traditional brick. Features beveled
edges.
- Holland Stone™
- Aqua-Flo™
- Enviro-Flo™

TEXTURED/AGED

This finish includes both a textured
relief to the face, as well as an antiquing process, aging it to appear
like old cobblestones.
- Carriage Stone™
- Carriage Stone™ Circle kit
- Carriage Stone™ Large Square

AGED

SLATE

- English Cobble™
- English Cobble™ 4-Piece
- English Cobble™ Circle Kit

- York Tile™
- Terrace Stone™

Provides a time-worn, weathered
effect to the look of the paver.

This specialty finish gives the patio
tile a texture similar to Pennsylvania
Bluestone or slate.

TRADITIONAL

With rounded “pillowed” edges, the
traditional finish provides a soft,
padded appearance to the paver.
- Classic Cobble™
- Classic Cobble™ 4-Piece
- Classic Cobble™ Circle Kit
- Alleyway Cobble™
newlinehardscapes.com
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TERRACE STONE
8
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™

SHOWN | coastal tan

TERRACE STONE™

A slate-faced, three-piece slab sysTM

tem, Terrace Stone™ is designed
to be laid either as a standard paver, or
as a permeable pavement system. Each
pallet contains three sizes, allowing you
to lay a variety of random patterns.
SHOWN | palmetto
TERRACE STONE™
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

3-pc system
124
10 layers/pallet
4 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/8		
9 1/2 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/8		
9 1/2 x 14 1/4 x 2 3/8
coastal tan

total pieces

wt./pallet

230 (mixed)

2983

110
70
50

New For 2016!

fieldstone

9 1/2 x 14 1/4

granite

mesquite

4 3/4 x 9 1/2
9 1/2 x 9 1/2

SHOWN | coastal tan

mountain ridge

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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YORK TILE

™
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SHOWN | coastal tan

YORK TILE™

York Tile™ is a slate-faced slab product
designed for those looking for a larger,
more dramatic appearance than a standard paver. This is one of our premier
products, with a vintage slate texture.
Each pallet contains three sizes, allowing
SHOWN | granite

SHOWN | mountain ridge

you to lay a variety of random patterns.
NOTE: Not recommended for vehicular
use.

YORK TILE™
Dimensions (in)
coastal tan

granite

fieldstone

mesquite

3-Piece		

sf/pallet

total pieces

120

wt./pallet
3260

6 x 12 x 2 3/8

30

12 x 12 x 2 3/8

30

12 x 18 x 2 3/8

40

12 x 18

6 x 12
12 x 12

SHOWN | mesquite

mountain ridge

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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CLASSIC COBBLE

™
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SHOWN | fieldstone

CLASSIC COBBLE™

Our most popular paver, the Classic
Cobble™ in 6 x 6 and 6 x 9 provides incredible ease of use and flexibility of design. And with soft, rounded corners and
a domed “pillow top” surface, Classic
Cobble delivers an Old World feel. The
two sizes are sold separately, but often
are used together in a variety of patterns.
SHOWN | mesquite

SHOWN | fieldstone
CLASSIC COBBLE™
ACCENT COLORS*

charcoal
auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

6 x 6 x 2 3/8

113

420

3014

6 x 9 x 2 3/8

120

300

3182

6 x 6 x 3 1/8*

90

336

3360

6 x 9 x 3 1/8*

96

240

3960

* Special order.

desert sand

granite

mesquite

palmetto

mocha

6x6

6x9

* Accent colors available in half-pallet (60 sf) 6x9’s only.
Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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CLASSIC COBBLE 4-PIECE
™
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SHOWN | coastal tan

CLASSIC COBBLE™ 4-PIECE

The Classic Cobble™ 4-Piece system provides the ability to lay pavers in a totally
random pattern with all of the different
sizes in one pallet. The larger scale and
random look gives the installation a bold,
natural stone effect.

SHOWN | coastal tan

SHOWN | fieldstone

CLASSIC COBBLE™ 4-PIECE
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

4-Piece		

total pieces

110

wt./pallet
2939

3 x 6 x 2 3/8

80

6 x 6 x 2 3/8

80

6 x 9 x 2 3/8

120

9 x 9 x 2 3/8

50

3x6
auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

6x6
9x9
6x9
granite

mesquite

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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CLASSIC COBBLE
CIRCLE KIT
™
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SHOWN | mesquite

CLASSIC COBBLE™ CIRCLE KIT

To add a focal point or detail to any design,
the Classic Cobble Circle Kit™ provides an
easy way to create a circle for a project.
This engineered kit, featuring a full complement of pre-molded sizes, allows you to
build an 11-foot circle with tight joints and
minimal waste.

SHOWN | granite

CLASSIC COBBLE™ CIRCLE KIT
Dimensions (in)
11 ft. dia. x 2 3/8

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

palmetto

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

104

480

3440

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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HOLLAND STONE

™
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SHOWN | fieldstone

HOLLAND STONE™

The traditional, timeless look of Holland
Stone™ never goes out of style. The design
flexibility, colors, simple rectangular shape
and ease of installation make Holland
Stone a favorite for both residential and
commercial use. This product is often used
as an accent or border course with other
NewLine pavers.
SHOWN | fieldstone
with coastal tan border

SHOWN | granite

HOLLAND STONE™
Dimensions (in)

ACCENT COLORS*

charcoal
auburn

coastal tan

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

4 x 8 x 2 3/8

120

540

3002

4 x 8 x 3 1/8*

96

432

3240

* Special Order

fieldstone

desert sand

4x8
granite

mesquite

palmetto

mocha

* Accent colors available in half-pallet (60 sf) quantity.
Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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ENGLISH COBBLE

™
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SHOWN | fieldstone

ENGLISH COBBLE™

While the shapes and sizes are similar to
the Classic Cobble™, the English Cobble™
unit has a tumbled finish which resembles
old cobbles that have been weathered for
years. Its antiqued surface and edges lend
a soft look and a feel of timeless sophistication to any project.
SHOWN | riverbed beige

SHOWN | coastal tan

ENGLISH COBBLE™
Dimensions (in)

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

total pieces

wt./pallet

6 x 6 x 2 3/8

sf/pallet
113

420

3014

6 x 9 x 2 3/8

120

300

3182

6 x 6 x 3 1/8*

90

336

3360

6 x 9 x 3 1/8*

96

240

3960

* Special order.

granite

mesquite

palmetto

* Accent colors available in
half-pallet (60 sf) 6x9’s only.

ACCENT COLORS*

charcoal

riverbed beige

desert sand

mocha

Color samples for reference only. Actual
product colors may vary.

6x6

6x9

newlinehardscapes.com
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ENGLISH COBBLE 4-PIECE
™
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SHOWN | mesquite

ENGLISH COBBLE™ 4-PIECE

Our English Cobble™ 4pc gives you the
ability to lay pavers in a totally random
pattern with all of the different sizes in one
pallet. With a myriad of design options,
this system can provide a wide variety of
appearances. The soft, weathered feel of
this unique product works well on walkways, pool decks and even driveways.
SHOWN | fieldstone

SHOWN | coastal tan

ENGLISH COBBLE™ 4-PIECE
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

4-Piece		

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

palmetto

total pieces

110

wt./pallet
2939

3 x 6 x 2 3/8

80

6 x 6 x 2 3/8

80

6 x 9 x 2 3/8

120

9 x 9 x 2 3/8

50

3x6

6x6

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

riverbed beige

9x9
6x9

newlinehardscapes.com
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ENGLISH COBBLE
CIRCLE KIT
™
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SHOWN | coastal tan

ENGLISH COBBLE™ CIRCLE KIT

To add a focal point or detail to any
design, the English Cobble Circle Kit™
provides an easy way to create a circle
for a project.
This engineered kit, featuring a full
complement of pre-molded sizes, allows you to build an 11-foot circle with
tight joints and minimal waste.
SHOWN | coastal tan
ENGLISH COBBLE™ CIRCLE KIT
Dimensions (in)
11 ft. dia. x 2 3/8

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

palmetto

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

104

480

3440

riverbed beige

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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CARRIAGE STONE

™
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SHOWN | fieldstone

CARRIAGE STONE™

A 4-piece paver system means more ways
to show your creativity. With Carriage
Stone™ pavers, you can design a totally
random pattern with all of the different
sizes on one pallet. This product, only
available in a tumbled finish with a dimpled surface, will add warmth, style and
ambiance to any outdoor environment.
SHOWN | riverbed beige/
mesquite mix

SHOWN | fieldstone

CARRIAGE STONE™ 4-PIECE
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

4-Piece		

fieldstone

wt./pallet
2939

3 x 6 x 2 3/8

80

6 x 6 x 2 3/8

80

6 x 9 x 2 3/8

120

9 x 9 x 2 3/8

50

12 x 12 x 2 3/8*

coastal tan

total pieces

110

54

54

1544

granite

9x9

6x9

6x6

3x6

12 x 12

* Optional square unit.
mesquite

palmetto

riverbed beige

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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CARRIAGE STONE
CIRCLE KIT
™
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SHOWN | coastal tan

CARRIAGE STONE™ CIRCLE KIT

To add a focal point or detail to any
design, the Carriage Stone Circle Kit™
provides an easy way to create a circle
for a project.
This engineered kit, featuring a full
complement of pre-molded sizes, allows you to build an 11-foot circle with
tight joints and minimal waste.

SHOWN | fieldstone

CARRIAGE STONE™ CIRCLE KIT
Dimensions (in)
11 ft. dia. x 2 3/8

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

palmetto

riverbed beige

sf/pallet

total pieces

104

480

wt./pallet
3440

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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ALLEYWAY COBBLE™

Alleyway Cobble™ provides the
TM

appearance of an old granite
paver that has been in the ground for
centuries. This 4-piece system is crafted with a natural stone-cleft finish and
rounded edge. It can be used as a standard paver or permeable interlocking
concrete pavement (PICP), depending on
how you install it. Choose this product in

SHOWN | granite

either a traditional or aged finish.
SHOWN | granite

ALLEYWAY COBBLE™ 4-PIECE
Dimensions (in)
4-Piece		

sf/pallet

total pieces

88

wt./pallet
2833

5 x 5 x 3 1/8

56

5 x 7 x 3 1/8

112

5 x 8 x 3 1/8

112

5 x 9 x 3 1/8

56

traditional finish

aged finish

coastal tan

granite

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.
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SHOWN | ganite/auburn mix

AQUA-FLO™

A traditional permeable paver
TM

unit, Aqua-Flo™ features a 5"x10"
profile. This simple rectangular paver can
be used in a multitude of patterns such as
running bond, basketweave, herringbone
or even stack bond.
SHOWN | granite

AQUA-FLO™
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet total pieces wt./pallet

4 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 3 1/8

100

320

3600

4 3/4 x 9 1/2

coastal tan

granite

NEW!
Our Aqua-Chip™ drainage aggregate is now
available for permeable paver systems in gray or tan.
Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

SHOWN | granite

newlinehardscapes.com
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ENVIRO-FLO™

Enviro-Flo™ is a traditional-lookTM

ing permeable paver that is both
visually attractive and pedestrian friendly.

SHOWN | granite

This system is designed to meet or exceed
current stormwater management requirements. Its rectangular shape and structurally-sound herringbone pattern make
it suitable for vehicular applications.
ENVIRO-FLO™
Dimensions (in)
6 x 9 x 3 1/8

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

112

300

3185

6x9

coastal tan

granite

NEW!
Our Aqua-Chip™ drainage aggregate is now
available for permeable paver systems in gray or tan.
Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.
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SHOWN | granite

TURFSTONE™

Turfstone™ is a thick, square slab
TM

with open grids that allow water to
permeate through the system. Turfstone
can be used for overflow parking, fire
lanes, erosion control and parking lots
where permeable paving is required. The
open voids can be filled with drainage
aggregate for maximum infiltration or
SHOWN | pewter

soil to allow greenery to grow.
NOTE: Soil and turf will reduce the permeability of the
system but will enhance the overall look and appearance.

TURFSTONE™
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

16 x 16 x 3 1/8

106

60

2040

pewter
Color sample is for reference only.
Actual product color may vary.

SHOWN | pewter

newlinehardscapes.com
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COPING

™
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SHOWN | coastal tan

COPING™

Our Coping™ unit provides a smooth,
soft roll to the edge of your patio or step
application. Coping can be used for applications such as swimming pools, step
treads, deck overhangs and wall caps.

SHOWN | coastal tan

auburn

coastal tan

SHOWN | coastal tan/fieldstone mix

COPING™
Dimensions (in)

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

6 x 12 x 2 3/8

67.5

135

1787

fieldstone

6 x 12
granite

mesquite

palmetto

* Accent colors available in full
pallet quantities.

ACCENT COLORS*

charcoal

mountain ridge

desert sand

mocha

Color samples for reference only. Actual
product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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OVERLAY COLLECTION

™
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SHOWN | mesquite

OVERLAY COLLECTION™

Give your existing patio or pool deck new
BEFORE

life with our Overlay Collection™ paver
tiles. These durable, thin “resurface” paver
tiles can transform your poolscape, walkway or front porch with beauty and ease
of installation. They’re great for remodeling cracked or worn concrete (or simply
to provide a crisp new look over standard

AFTER

concrete) and will last for generations.

SHOWN | palmetto

OVERLAY COLLECTION™
ACCENT COLORS*

charcoal
coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

Overlay Product

Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

Holland Stone™

4 x 8 x 1 1/8

160

720

2120

Classic Cobble™

6 x 6 x 1 1/8

140

525

1870

		

6 x 9 x 1 1/8

150

375

2132

Coping™ Standard

4 x 9 x 1 1/8

84 lf

336

1309

Coping™ Extended

4 x 9 x 1 1/8

42 lf

168

771

desert sand
4x8
mesquite

palmetto

6x9

coping
standard

**coping
extended

mocha

* Accent colors available in half-pallet (85 sf) 4x8 and (80 SF) 6x9’s. Coping units available in full pallets.
Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

6x6

** Extended Coping - great for pool decks!
newlinehardscapes.com
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SHOWN | saddle

BY N E WLI NE HAR D S C APE S

newlinehardscapes.com
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SHOWN IN CANYON COLOR:
Outcropping
Belvedere Wall
Dimensional Flagstone
Irregular Steps
Belvedere Coping
Belvedere Caps
Belvedere Fire Pit

B Y NEWL INE HARD SC AP E S

SHOWN IN CANYON COLOR:
Belvedere Wall
Dimensional Flagstone
Belvedere Coping
Belvedere Caps
Belvedere Fire Pit

Rosetta® hardscapes was created to
address a growing need for hardscape
products that capture the true look and
feel of nature. Incorporating the colors,
textures and shapes of natural stones, Rosetta combines unsurpassed aesthetics with solid, engineered
designs to deliver truly refined hardscape habitats
that transform backyards into sanctuaries.
Please visit www.newlinehardscapes.com to learn
more about our line of Rosetta products or to request
a Rosetta® By NewLine Hardscapes catalog.

BELVEDERE WALL
OUTCROPPING WALL
DIMENSIONAL WALL
DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE
GRAND FLAGSTONE
DIMENSIONAL STEPS
IRREGULAR STEPS
COLUMN CAPS & COPING

newlinehardscapes.com
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SHOWN | mesquite

SHOWN | dimensional
flagstone and
belvedere fire pit
in canyon

SHOWN | belvedere wall
in saddle
SHOWN | grand flagstone
and belvedere
fire pit in saddle

SHOWN | belvedere wall
in saddle
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B Y NEWLI NE HARDSCAPES

SHOWN | dimensional
flagstone in canyon

SHOWN | irregular steps
in saddle

SHOWN | belvedere wall
in saddle

newlinehardscapes.com
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WA L L S

ENJOY THE VIEW
With NewLine, tearing down the walls that separate
us is as easy as, well, building them! Our product line
includes a selection of retaining and double-sided
walls ideal for flowerbeds, terraces, columns, seating
walls, outdoor kitchens and more.
Walls can transform your outdoor environment into
the perfect space for entertaining, giving you all the
more reason to sit back with a glass of wine and enjoy the view.
SHOWN | diamond stone cut®
in coastal tan

newlinehardscapes.com
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YORKSHIRE

™
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SHOWN | coastal tan

YORKSHIRE™

Yorkshire™ is a tumbled, single-piece
wall system that is perfect for garden and
seating wall applications.

Because of the unit’s symmetry, it can be
turned in different directions to create a
unique look. It’s also great for building
fire pits, outdoor kitchens, fireplaces,
steps and more.
SHOWN | fieldstone

SHOWN | mesquite

4" HIGH RECTANGULAR UNIT
Dimensions (in)
4 x 12 x 8		

auburn

coastal tan

granite

mesquite

fieldstone

Consider a matching Yorkshire
fire pit or bistro table for your
patio. For more info, see
pages 73 and 75.

sf/pallet

total pieces

30

90

wt./pallet
2588

NOTE: It is recommended to glue each course
with an approved concrete adhesive.

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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ASHLAND™

Ashland™ is a lightweight, double-sided
unit that is tumbled and tapered, making
it ideal for applications such as tree rings,
planter beds and fire pits. This wall can
be paired nicely with the Yorkshire™ wall
to create an ideal outdoor living space.
SHOWN | fieldstone
4" HIGH TAPERED UNIT
Dimensions (in)
4 x 8 x 9		

sf/pallet
36

total pieces
144

wt./pallet
2768

SHOWN | fire pit in coastal tan
w/mocha coping

NOTE: It is recommended to glue each course
with an approved concrete adhesive.

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.
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Choose a
matching fire
pit for your
Ashland wall.
For more info,
see page 73.

SUFFOLK™
Suffolk™ wall is a tapered, tumbled, split
face unit. It is double-sided, so it can be
used for retaining and free standing wall
applications, and it’s also great for fire
pits and garden wall applications.
4" HIGH TAPERED UNIT
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

30

120

3650

4 x 12 x 9		

NOTE: It is recommended to glue each course
with an approved concrete adhesive.

SHOWN | fire pit in granite

2" TAPERED CAP
Dimensions (in)
F: 2 3/8 x 12 x 7 1/2
R: 2 3/8 x 10 x 7 1/2

coastal tan

sf/pallet total pieces wt./pallet
N/A

144

2214

fieldstone
Consider a matching
fire pit for your
Suffolk wall project.
For more info, see
page 73.

granite

mesquite

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

SHOWN | granite wall w/fieldstone cap

newlinehardscapes.com
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STONEGATE
50
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®

SHOWN | fieldstone

STONEGATE®
Featuring the look of weathered cutstone you might find in a quaint European town, Stonegate® has a more refined
look than split face wall units. Utilizing a
pinned connection method, Stonegate is
suitable for retaining and freestanding
wall projects.
3” HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)

SHOWN | coastal tan

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

34

144

3264

3-Piece		
Small Unit
3 x 6 x 10

48

Medium Unit		
3 x 11 x 10

48

Large Unit
3 x 17 x 10

48

6” HIGH UNIT
auburn

coastal tan

Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

34

72

3300

3-Piece		

SHOWN | coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

Stonegate® products use DOM
pins to ensure proper wall
alignment. Pins sold separately.
(3" high units: 3 pins/sf)
(6” high units: 6 pins/sf)

Small Unit
6 x 6 x 10

24

Medium Unit		
6 x 11 x 10

24

Large Unit
6 x 17 x 10

24

3" SQUARE CAP
Dimensions (in)
3 x 12 x 12

mesquite

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

NewLine Hardscapes is a licensed producer of
Stonegate® by Keystone Retaining Wall Systems.

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

54 lf

54

2057

newlinehardscapes.com
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NAPA
52

newlinehardscapes.com

™

SHOWN | mesquite

NAPA™

Our Napa double-sided wall is a beautiful way to frame your patio, border a
walkway, or simply roll into an existing
retaining wall. With a soft, weather-worn
look, this 3-piece system, available in two
different heights, provides endless design
SHOWN | fieldstone

options.
3" HIGH UNITS
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

26

120

2694

3-Piece		

CORNER/COLUMN UNITS (25" x 25" COLUMN)
Dimensions (in)

auburn

coastal tan

total pieces

wt./pallet

3" High Unit: 3 x 17 x 8

96

3648

6" High Unit: 6 x 17 x 8

48

3702

Small Unit
3x6x9

40

Medium Unit		
3 x 11 x 9

40

Large Unit
3 x 17 x 9

40

6" HIGH UNITS
Dimensions (in)
3-Piece		

NAPA/SONOMA CAP

fieldstone

mesquite

granite

sf/pallet

Dimensions (in)

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

3 x 15 x 11 1/2

105 lf

84

3444

26

total pieces

wt./pallet

60

2754

Small Unit
6x6x9

20

Medium Unit		
6 x 11 x 9

20

Large Unit
6 x 17 x 9

20

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com

53

SONOMA

™

54
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SHOWN | fieldstone

SONOMA™

Sonoma™ walls are based on the same
unit system as our popular Napa™ wall;
however, Sonoma is untumbled, giving
it a clean, straight-lined profile. A great
choice for homeowners who desire a less
weathered, more structured appearance.
3" HIGH UNITS
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

3-Piece		

SHOWN | palmetto

CORNER/COLUMN UNITS (25" x 25" COLUMN)
Dimensions (in)

auburn

coastal tan

total pieces

wt./pallet

3" High Unit: 3 x 17 x 8

96

3648

6" High Unit: 6 x 17 x 8

48

3702

mesquite

granite

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

NAPA/SONOMA CAP
Dimensions (in)

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

3 x 15 x 11 1/2

105 lf

84

3444

wt./pallet

120

2694

Small Unit
3x6x9

40

Medium Unit		
3 x 11 x 9

40

Large Unit
3 x 17 x 9

40

6" HIGH UNITS
Dimensions (in)
3-Piece		

fieldstone

26

total pieces

sf/pallet
26

total pieces

wt./pallet

60

2754

Small Unit
6x6x9

20

Medium Unit		
6 x 11 x 9

20

Large Unit
6 x 17 x 9

20

newlinehardscapes.com
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HIGHLAND STONE

®

DOUBLE-SIDED WALL

56

newlinehardscapes.com

SHOWN | coastal tan

HIGHLAND STONE® DOUBLE-SIDED

With earth tones, rich contours and three
different sizes, Highland Stone® double-sided walls provide protection, privacy and definition for any outdoor space,
adding a new dimension to your patio.
Great for providing seating or making a
boundary for a sunken garden terrace.
SHOWN | granite

SHOWN | mesquite

6" HIGH UNITS
Dimensions (in)

auburn

coastal tan

sf/pallet

total pieces

Small Unit*
15
6x6x9
				
Medium Unit*
28
6 x 12 x 9

60

Large Unit
6 x 18 x 9

60

43

wt./pallet

3954
60
4254

*small & medium units are palletized together.

SHOWN | granite

fieldstone

6" CORNER/COLUMN UNIT (27" x 27" Column)
Dimensions (in)

total pieces

wt./pallet

48

3654

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

101.25 lf

81

3726

6 x 18 x 9		

granite

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
Dimensions (in)

mesquite

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

Our Anchor-branded products are
available through NewLine dealers
in PA, NJ, DE and MD.

3 x 15 x 13

newlinehardscapes.com
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HIGHLAND STONE

®

RETAINING WALL

58
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SHOWN | coastal tan

HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING
Always a favorite, the Highland Stone®
retaining wall system has more options,
so you have more versatility. By alternating the height (3" or 6") or width (6",
12" or 18"), the stones can be randomly
positioned, creating a handcrafted and
cobbled look. For a more formal look,
select a uniform size and shape.
SHOWN | coastal tan

SHOWN | palmetto, coastal tan, fieldstone mix

3" HIGH UNITS
Dimensions (in)

6" CORNER/COLUMN UNIT (27" x 27" Column)
Dimensions (in)
6 x 18 x 9		

auburn

total pieces

wt./pallet

48

3654

coastal tan

sf/pallet

total pieces

Small Unit*
9
3 x 6 x 11 1/2
				
Medium Unit*
18
3 x 12 x 11 1/2

72

Large Unit
3 x 18 x 11 1/2

72

27

wt./pallet

3078
72
3294

*small & medium units are palletized together.

6" HIGH UNITS

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
Dimensions (in)

fieldstone

mesquite

granite

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

3 x 15 x 13

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

101.25 lf

81

3726

Our Anchor-branded products are available through
NewLine dealers in PA, NJ, DE and MD.

Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

Small Unit*
12
6 x 6 x 12
				
Medium Unit*
24
6 x 12 x 12

48

Large Unit
6 x 18 x 12

48

36

wt./pallet

4326
48
3990

*small & medium units are palletized together.

newlinehardscapes.com
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STONELEDGE

™

60

newlinehardscapes.com

SHOWN | fieldstone

STONELEDGE™
StoneLedge™ features a double-sided,
multi-sized, tapered wall system that possesses the hand-finished look of quarried
stone. Ideal for residential or commercial wall projects, the flexibility, quarried
face and endless random patterns make
StoneLedge an excellent choice.
SHOWN | coastal tan
3" HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)

6" CORNER/COLUMN UNIT (27" x 27" Column)
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

30

40

6 x 18 x 9		

coastal tan

wt./pallet
2560

fieldstone

lf/pallet total pieces

F: 3 x 14 x 12 1/2 48.75 lf
R: 3 x 12 x 12 1/2

granite

48

mesquite

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

NewLine Hardscapes is a
licensee of StoneLedge™ by
CornerStone Wall Solutions.

3-Piece Tapered

30

total pieces
160

Small Unit
3 x 6 x 10

40

Medium Unit		
3 x 9 x 10

80

Large Unit
3 x 12 x 10

40

wt./pallet
2680

6" HIGH UNIT

3" TAPERED CAP
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

Consider a matching fire pit
for your StoneLedge wall.
For more info, see page 73.

wt./pallet

Dimensions (in)

1680

3-Piece Tapered

sf/pallet
30

total pieces
60

Small Unit
6 x 6 x 10

20

Medium Unit		
6 x 12 x 10

20

Large Unit
6 x 18 x 10

20

wt./pallet
2640

newlinehardscapes.com
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MIRASTONE®
This two-piece system can be used to
create a wide range of attractive and
structurally sound garden or landscaping
walls. Each lightweight unit has a large,
hollow-core SecureLug® connection and
tapered sides, allowing for durability, flexibility and easy installation. One
unit is a straight face, and the other is

SHOWN | mesquite

a scored face, lending a random ashlar
pattern appearance to your wall project.
6" HIGH UNITS
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

6 x 18 x 12
Standard Unit

30

40

2280

6 x 18 x 12
Scored Unit

30

40

2240

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

6" CORNER/COLUMN UNIT (27" x 27" Column)
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

30

40

2560

6 x 18 x 9		

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

3" TAPERED CAP
Dimensions (in)

lf/pallet total pieces

F: 3 x 14 x 12 1/2 48.75 lf
R: 3 x 12 x 12 1/2

62

48

wt./pallet
1680

newlinehardscapes.com

NewLine Hardscapes is a
licensee of MiraStone® by
CornerStone Wall Solutions.

SHOWN | mesquite/fieldstone mix

COUNTRY MANOR®
Country Manor® combines the appearance
of rustic, hand-laid stone walls with the
strength and ease of installation provided
by modular, pin-connected technology.
This versatile, double-sided system can
be used as a structural retaining wall or a
double-sided seating wall for your patio or
SHOWN | coastal tan

pool deck.
6” HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

34

72

3300

3-Piece		

coastal tan

auburn

fieldstone

Small Unit
6 x 6 x 10

24

Medium Unit		
6 x 12 x 10

24

Large Unit
6 x 16 x 10

24

granite
COUNTRY MANOR TAPERED CAP
Dimensions (in)

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

F: 3 x 12 x 11
R: 3 x 10 x 11

99 lf

108

3400

mesquite
Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

SHOWN | coastal tan

Country Manor® products use shouldered
pins to ensure proper wall alignment.
Pins sold separately. (6 pins/sf)

NewLine Hardscapes is a licensed producer
of Country Manor® by Keystone Retaining
Wall Systems.

newlinehardscapes.com
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DIAMOND®

The Diamond retaining wall system is a
perfect choice when your project calls
for classic, clean lines. The straight face
style, combined with the rear-lip block,
provides design freedom and an attractive retaining wall for residential or commercial applications.
SHOWN | coastal tan

6" HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)
6 x 17 1/4 x 12

sf/pallet
35

total pieces
48

wt./pallet

SHOWN | granite

3696

6" STEP UNIT
Dimensions (in)
6 x 16 x 12

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

32

48

4374

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

101.25 lf

81

3726

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

palmetto

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
Dimensions (in)
3 x 15 x 13

Our Anchor-branded products are available through
NewLine dealers in PA, NJ, DE and MD.

64

newlinehardscapes.com

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

DIAMOND STONE CUT®

With its more weather-worn appearance,
Diamond Stone Cut® offers a natural appearance that increases the versatility of
this landscaping classic. Based on the
original Diamond® unit, it provides the
same benefits, simplicity and flexibility.

6" HIGH UNIT

SHOWN | palmetto

Dimensions (in)
6 x 17 1/3 x 12

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

48

3366

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

32

48

4374

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

101.25 lf

81

3726

32

6" STEP UNIT
Dimensions (in)
6 x 16 x 12

auburn

coastal tan

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
Dimensions (in)
3 x 15 x 13

fieldstone

granite

Our Anchor-branded products are available through
NewLine dealers in PA, NJ, DE and MD.

SHOWN | coastal tan

mesquite

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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CORNERSTONE® 100
CornerStone® 100 offers the perfect
combination of strength and beauty, and
is ideal for everything from residential
landscaping to large commercial projects. Each unit features a single, large,
hollow-core SecureLug® connection and
tapered sides allowing for durability,
flexibility and easy installation.

SHOWN | mesquite

8" HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)
8 x 18 x 12

sf/pallet
40

total pieces
40

wt./pallet
3300

8" CORNER UNIT
Dimensions (in)
8 x 18 x 9		

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

30

30

3200

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

72 lf

48

3400

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

4" RECTANGLE CAP
Dimensions (in)
4 x 18 x 12

NewLine Hardscapes is a licensed
producer of CornerStone® 100 by
CornerStone Wall Solutions.

mesquite
66

newlinehardscapes.com

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

SHOWN | granite

COMPAC®

Featuring an open core design and the
pin connection system that is trusted by
engineers and contractors around the
world, Compac® has a shortened tail design that makes it easier to handle for tall
wall applications.

SHOWN | granite

8" HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)

sf/pallet

total pieces

45

45

sf/pallet

total pieces

30

30

3200

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

72 lf

48

3400

8 x 18 x 12

wt./pallet
3800

8" CORNER UNIT
Dimensions (in)
8 x 18 x 9		

auburn

coastal tan

4" RECTANGLE CAP
Dimensions (in)
4 x 18 x 12

fieldstone

granite

mesquite
SHOWN | mesquite

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

wt./pallet

Compac® products use straight pins to ensure
proper wall alignment. Pins sold separately.
(2 pins/sf)

NewLine Hardscapes is a licensed producer of
Compac® by Keystone Retaining Wall Systems.

newlinehardscapes.com
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DIAMOND PRO®
Diamond Pro®’s one square foot of wall
space makes estimating and construction
easier. Behind the natural rock exterior
texture is a hollow-core that lightens the
block for easy handling and installation.
This engineering innovation allows you
to tackle the tallest and toughest wall designs with confidence.

SHOWN | mesquite

8" HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)
8 x 18 x 12

sf/pallet
48

total pieces
48

wt./pallet
3750

8" CORNER UNIT
Dimensions (in)
8 x 18 x 9		

sf/pallet

total pieces

48

48

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

palmetto

wt./pallet
4704

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
Dimensions (in)
3 x 15 x 13

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

101.25 lf

81

3726

Our Anchor-branded products are available through
NewLine dealers in PA, NJ, DE and MD.

68
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Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

SHOWN | palmetto

DIAMOND PRO STONE CUT®

Diamond Pro Stone Cut® combines the
proven engineering of Diamond Pro® with
the look and feel of Highland Stone® to
offer a retaining wall system that blends
large-block economy with beautiful, natural hewn stone aesthetics. More than
just a pretty face, Diamond Pro Stone Cut
has the strength to last.
SHOWN | coastal tan

SHOWN | palmetto

8" HIGH UNIT
Dimensions (in)
8 x 18 x 12

sf/pallet
48

total pieces
48

wt./pallet
3750

8" CORNER UNIT

auburn

coastal tan

Dimensions (in)
8 x 18 x 9		

sf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

48

48

4704

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

101.25 lf

81

3726

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
Dimensions (in)

fieldstone

granite

3 x 15 x 13

Our Anchor-branded products are available through
NewLine dealers in PA, NJ, DE and MD.

SHOWN | coastal tan

mesquite

palmetto

Color samples for reference only. Actual product colors may vary.

newlinehardscapes.com
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70
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SHOWN | ashland™
fire pit in fieldstone

EX T R A S

ACCESSORIES
THAT MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
When it comes to details, NewLine leaves no stone
unturned. We offer a variety of hardscape accessories
such as steps, fire pits, wall caps and column caps to
add style and elegance to your new patio or walkway,
so that you can appreciate even the tiniest details of
living outside.

newlinehardscapes.com

71

Important Note:
Burning large items or trash in fire
pits may cause damage to block
units. Our fire features are designed
strictly for small campfires.
NewLine recommends using a steel
insert to protect block and coping
units. Failure to use an insert could
cause damage to the block or coping.

FIRE PITS
72
72

newlinehardscapes.com
newlinehardscapes.com

SHOWN | yorkshire™ rectangle
fire pit in coastal tan

ASHLAND™

STONELEDGE™

ROUND PIT W/ RADIUS COPING

ROUND PIT W/ RADIUS COPING

pieces

wt./pallet

Dimensions (in)

pieces

wt./pallet

Dimensions (in)

pieces

wt./pallet

87

1685

50 outside dia.
30 inside dia.
17 1/2 tall

102

1740

69 outside dia.
49 inside dia.
18 1/2 tall

70

2550

ROUND PIT W/ RADIUS COPING

ROUND PIT W/ STEEL INSERT

Dimensions (in)

Dimensions (in)

pieces

wt./pallet

87

1685

48 1/2 outside dia.
32 1/2 inside dia.
22 1/2 tall
Includes 4-piece
radius coping.

48 1/2 outside dia.
32 1/2 inside dia.
20 tall

SUFFOLK™

Includes 4-piece
radius coping.

Includes 4-piece
radius coping.

Optional steel insert
with lid.

Optional steel
insert with lid.

Optional 2-piece
steel ring.

Optional spark screen.

Optional spark screen.

Includes steel insert w/lid
and retro-fit ring.

COLORS

YORKSHIRE™

FIRE PIT COLORS

COPING COLORS

charcoal

coastal tan

RECTANGLE PIT W/ STEEL INSERT

SQUARE PIT W/ STEEL INSERT

Dimensions (in)

Dimensions (in)

56 x 44 x 16

pieces

wt./pallet

65

1885

Includes steel insert with cooking grate.

44 x 44 x 16

pieces

wt./pallet

50

1142

fieldstone
mocha

Includes heavy duty steel insert with lid.
granite

mesquite

sand

All fire pits can be used for wood-burning fires or fitted for natural gas.
newlinehardscapes.com
newlinehardscapes.com
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CAPS, STEPS,
TREADS & TABLES
74
74
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SHOWN | light-top
column cap in mocha

YORKSHIRE™ BISTRO TABLE

ROCK FACE CAPS
Our rock face column caps are available in three sizes to fit both large and small columns. The 30" x
30" is ideal for the larger block units. The 22" x 22" pairs perfectly with our Yorkshire™ Wall, while the
28" x 28" works well with the Napa™ wall.
These rock face caps come with a flat top or a light top in three colors: charcoal, mocha and sand. You
can easily pair this product with our 48" wall caps and step treads, as they have the same chiseled look
and are available in matching colors. The light-top column caps also have a pre-drilled knock out, so
they’re ready to be installed with fixtures.

FLAT COLUMN CAP
Dimensions (in)
30 x 30 x 2
28 x 28 x 2
22 x 22 x 2

pieces
12
12
32

LIGHT-TOP COLUMN CAP
wt./pc. wt./pallet

Dimensions (in)

155
143
95

30 x 30 x 4
28 x 28 x 4
22 x 22 x 4

1860
1716
3040

pieces
6
6
12

wt./pc. wt./pallet
240
210
135

1440
1260
1620

YORKSHIRE™ BISTRO TABLE
Dimensions (in)
Tabletop: 42 x 42
40 tall

ROCK FACE WALL CAP

ROCK FACE END CAP

Dimensions (in)

pieces

Dimensions (in)

pieces

48 x 12 x 2 1/4

16

51 x 12 x 2 1/4

16

wt./pc. wt./pallet
120

1920

NOTE: Front and back edges are finished.

wt./pc. wt./pallet
130

Dimensions (in)

pieces

51 x 12 x 2 1/4

16

120

1920

1044

Dimensions (in)
48 x 16 x 6

pieces
10

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

Includes Yorkshire™ units, tabletop, footrest and umbrella guide.

NOTE: Front, back and one side edge is
finished.

ROCK FACE LANDSCAPE STEP

wt./pc. wt./pallet

36

wt./pallet

2080

ROCK FACE STEPS & TREADS
ROCK FACE STEP TREAD

pieces

ROCK FACE UNIT COLORS
charcoal

mocha

sand

wt./pc. wt./pallet
420

4200

newlinehardscapes.com
newlinehardscapes.com
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EDGING/
STEPPING STONES
76
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SHOWN | edgestone™
in granite

NAPA™ CURBSTONE
Napa Curbstone is ideal for adding a
refined finishing touch to your walkways,
flower bed borders and driveways. It
also provides a clean transition at the
edge of paver patios, and is designed to
coordinate with our Napa wall systems.

NAPA™ CURBSTONE
Dimensions (in)

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

3x8x8

140 lf

210

2784

auburn

coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

palmetto

SHOWN | coastal tan

EDGESTONE™
EdgeStone™ is the perfect product to trim
a mulch bed or walkway curb. Easy to
install and available in a tumbled finish
with a stone-cleft surface, the EdgeStone
is a great choice for a finishing touch on
your landscape project.

EDGESTONE™
Dimensions (in)

lf/pallet

total pieces

wt./pallet

6 x 12 x 4

126 lf

126

2678

coastal tan

fieldstone

SHOWN | granite
granite

STEPPING STONES
Strolling along a garden path never
looked nicer. Our stepping stones feature a natural slate-like texture, and,
with three earthen colors to choose from,
you’re bound to find the right look for
your yard.

mesquite

STEPPING STONES
Dimensions (in)

total pieces

4 irregular shapes
(9x ea/pallet)

charcoal

36

mocha

wt./pallet
1800

sand

SHOWN | sand

newlinehardscapes.com
newlinehardscapes.com
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INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES

Polymeric Sand
Polymeric Stone Dust
Nails
Edging
Polyurethane Adhesive XP
Concrete Adhesive HP
Base
Sealers & Cleaners

Enviro-SAND (Organic Joint Stabilizer)
Enviro-STONE (Organic Joint Stabilizer)

AQUA-CHIP™
Landscape Fabric
Geo-Grid
Drainage Aggregate
78

newlinehardscapes.com

NEW for 2016!
NewLine’s Aqua-Chip™ drainage
aggregate for permeable paver
systems. Available in gray or tan
in 50lb. bags and Super-Sacks.

COLOR
The natural materials that we use in our paving stones and retaining wall
products deliver a range of colors that closely match color samples in catalogs,
spec books, color swatch books and online photos. However, NewLine cannot
guarantee exact color matching. Our pavers and walls can vary slightly in color
depending on environmental conditions. Therefore, colors shown are approximate representations of standard colors and shouldn’t be expected to be an
exact match. Final color selections should be made at your local dealer from
stock product or displays. NewLine always recommends immediately verifying
the product and color upon receipt. If there are any discrepancies, contact your
local dealer before continuing your project. Installation of the product constitutes its acceptance. Proper installation enhances the overall color of pavement.
Units should be randomly picked from at least two pallets when installing. This
creates an attractive and subtle blending of color.
EFFLORESCENCE
Our warranty does not apply to efflorescence. Efflorescence is a whitish, powderlike deposit that can appear on the surface of concrete pavers. When cement
hydrates, calcium hydroxide is formed. A reaction occurs between the calcium
hydroxide and carbon dioxide (from the air) to form water-insoluble calcium
carbonate, which is then called efflorescence. Efflorescence does not have an effect on the structural performance or durability of the concrete pavers. NewLine
includes admixtures in their concrete pavers to help minimize efflorescence, but
efflorescence is a natural occurrence in all concrete products. NewLine does not
warrant concrete pavers and/or walls that it manufactures against the appearance of efflorescence. Efflorescence may appear immediately or within months
following installation. It may remain for months or some of it may wear away.
Deposits may be removed from the concrete paver surface by using proprietary
efflorescence-removers. Before purchasing or applying any chemicals to remove
deposits, please consult your local dealer for efflorescence removal chemicals.
POLYMERIC HAZE
Polymeric haze from the use of polymeric joint sand may appear on your concrete products if the sand was not removed from the surface of the paver properly. This does not affect the integrity of the product or your installation. The
hazing will weather away naturally with time and rain. It can be removed with a
specialized cleaner; you are advised to contact your contractor or the polymeric sand company used for advice on recommendations. NewLine accepts no
responsibility or liability for this occurrence.
CONSTRUCTION RESIDUE
A by-product of cutting with a saw is residue-filled water or concrete dust.
Residue-filled water or re-hydrated dust can cling to the surface and leave a
concrete stain. It is recommended to wash and remove the water or concrete
dust from the surface of the pavers before it dries. Construction residue can

also happen through soil disturbance or environmental elements. These contaminants should be removed immediately but do not affect the integrity of the
product or your installation. NewLine accepts no responsibility or liability for
these occurrences.
COMPACTOR AND SNOW REMOVAL
NewLine pavers with textured surfaces have high and low points on the surface
that give it more of an aesthetic appeal. However, pavers with textured surfaces
are susceptible to surface scuffing when they are compacted into place. Therefore, these types of pavers should always be compacted with plate compactors
that incorporate a protective mat or other medium between the plate compactor
and the surface of the NewLine pavers. This system will help ensure that paver
surface scuffing is kept to a minimum. These protective mediums include: rubber
matting, thin carpet or cardboard. Manufacturers of plate compactors are able
to recommend other products that also can be used for this purpose. For further
information on interlocking concrete paver details, technical information and
recommended construction practices, visit ICPI at www.icpi.org.
A plate compactor should not be used on our York Tile or Overlay pavers. Also,
snow removal equipment should have the proper spacing, bumpers and rubber blade guards to protect the surface of the pavers. NewLine will not be held
responsible for damage caused by the misuse of compaction or snow removal
equipment which leaves scuff marks or burns on pavers.

HARDSCAPE LIFETIME TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY
NewLine Hardscapes backs our manufactured paver and wall products with a
lifetime transferable warranty, guaranteeing our products against manufacturing
defects. This warranty is for residential construction only, and is applicable where
products have been correctly installed to meet industry specifications. Color
variances and the appearance of efflorescence do not constitute a warranty
claim. Any defective products will be replaced; however, replacement labor and
transportation costs are not included in this warranty. All warranty claims must
be made prior to the removal or disposal of the defective product. We will honor
this transferable warranty with a proof of purchase (invoice or delivery ticket).
NOTE: This warranty does not apply to any breakage, chipping or other deterioration that was caused by improper design or installation which does not comply
with applicable codes, the ICPI, NCMA and recognized work procedures. Please
visit www.icpi.org or www.ncma.org for more information on installation specifications. This warranty does not apply to any damage resulting from a natural
disaster or from a deliberate and/or negligible act on the part of the purchaser,
owner of the building, installer or any third party.
newlinehardscapes.com
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TERRACE STONE™

MIXED BUNDLE 3-PIECE
4 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/8
9 1/2 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/8
9 1/2 x 14 1/4 x 2 3/8

YORK TILE™

MIXED BUNDLE 3-PIECE
6 x 12 x 2 3/8
12 x 12 x 2 3/8
12 x 18 x 2 3/8

CLASSIC COBBLE™
6x6
x 2 3/8

6x9
x 2 3/8
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PAVER SPECIFICATIONS:

MIXED BUNDLE 4-PIECE
3 x 6 x 2 3/8, 6 x 9 x 2 3/8,
6 x 6 x 2 3/8, 9 x 9 x 2 3/8

SPECIAL ORDER:
6 x 6 x 3 1/8
6 x 9 x 3 1/8

CIRCLE KIT
2 3/8

HOLLAND STONE™
SPECIAL ORDER:
4 x 8 x 3 1/8

4 x 8 x 2 3/8

ENGLISH COBBLE™
6x6
x 2 3/8

6x9
x 2 3/8

MIXED BUNDLE 4-PIECE
3 x 6 x 2 3/8, 6 x 9 x 2 3/8,
6 x 6 x 2 3/8, 9 x 9 x 2 3/8

SPECIAL ORDER:
6 x 6 x 3 1/8
6 x 9 x 3 1/8

CARRIAGE STONE™

CIRCLE KIT
2 3/8

12 x 12 x 2 3/8
(SOLD SEPARATELY)

MIXED BUNDLE 4-PIECE
3 x 6 x 2 3/8, 6 x 9 x 2 3/8,
6 x 6 x 2 3/8, 9 x 9 x 2 3/8

ALLEYWAY COBBLE™

CIRCLE KIT
2 3/8

TRADITIONAL:

AGED:

MIXED BUNDLE 4-PIECE
5 x 5 x 3 1/8, 5 x 7 x 3 1/8,
5 x 8 x 3 1/8, 5 x 9 x 3 1/8

MIXED BUNDLE 4-PIECE
5 x 5 x 3 1/8, 5 x 7 x 3 1/8,
5 x 8 x 3 1/8, 5 x 9 x 3 1/8

AQUA-FLO™

ENVIRO-FLO™
4 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 3 1/8

6 x 9 x 3 1/8

TURFSTONE™
16 x 16 x 3 1/8
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Available in Pewter only.

* View product page for available sizes in accent colors.
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PAVER SPECIFICATIONS:
COPING™
6 x 12 x 2 3/8

OVERLAY COLLECTION™:

CLASSIC COBBLE™
6x6
x 1 1/8

6x9
x 1 1/8

STANDARD COPING™ EXTENDED COPING™

HOLLAND STONE™

4x9
x 1 1/8

4x8
x 1 1/8

4x9
x 1 1/8

WALL SPECIFICATIONS:
YORKSHIRE™
4 x 12 x 8

ASHLAND™

SUFFOLK™
4x8x9

STONEGATE®

2" TAPERED CAP
2 3/8 x 7 1/2 x12

4 x 12 x 9

3" 3-PIECE
3 x 6 x 10
3 x 11 x 10
3 x 17 x 10

6" 3-PIECE
6 x 6 x 10
6 x 11 x 10
6 x 17 x 10

3" SQUARE CAP
3 x 12 x 12

NAPA™

3" 3-PIECE
3x6x9
3 x 11 x 9
3 x 17 x 9

6" 3-PIECE
6x6x9
6 x 11 x 9
6 x 17 x 9

6" COLUMN
6 x 17 x 8

3" COLUMN
3 x 17 x 8

NAPA/SONOMA CAP
3 x 15 x 11 1/2

SONOMA™

3" 3-PIECE
3x6x9
3 x 11 x 9
3 x 17 x 9

6" 3-PIECE
6x6x9
6 x 11 x 9
6 x 17 x 9

6" COLUMN
6 x 17 x 8

3" COLUMN
3 x 17 x 8

NAPA/SONOMA CAP
3 x 15 x 11 1/2

HIGHLAND STONE® DOUBLE-SIDED WALL

* View product page for available sizes in accent colors.

6" 3-PIECE
6x6x9
6 x 12 x 9
6 x 18 x 9

CORNER/COLUMN
6 x 18 x 9

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
3 x 15 x 13

newlinehardscapes.com
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WALL SPECIFICATIONS:
HIGHLAND STONE®
RETAINING WALL

3" 3-PIECE
3 x 6 x 11 1/2
3 x 12 x 11 1/2
3 x 18 x 11 1/2

6" 3-PIECE
6 x 6 x 12
6 x 12 x 12
6 x 18 x 12

STONELEDGE™

3" 3-PIECE
3 x 6 x 10
3 x 9 x 10
3 x 12 x 10

6" 3-PIECE
6 x 6 x 10
6 x 12 x 10
6 x 18 x 10

CORNER/COLUMN
6 x 18 X 9

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
3 x 15 x 13

CORNER/COLUMN
6 x 18 X 9

3" TAPERED CAP
3 x 14 x 12 1/2

MIRASTONE®
STANDARD
6 x 18 x 12

COUNTRY MANOR®

SCORED
6 x 18 x 12

6" 3-PIECE
6x6x9
6 x 11 x 9
6 x 17 x 9

CORNER/COLUMN
6 x 18 X 9

3" TAPERED CAP
3 x 14 x 12 1/2

COUNTRY MANOR CAP
3 x 12 x 11

DIAMOND®
STRAIGHT
UNIT
6 x 17 1/4 x 12

STEP
UNIT
6 x 16 x 12

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
3 x 15 x 13

DIAMOND STONE CUT®
STONE CUT
UNIT
6 x 17 1/3 x 12

STEP
UNIT
6 x 16 x 12

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
3 x 15 x 13

CORNER
UNIT
8 x 18 x 9

4" RECTANGLE CAP
4 x 18 x 12

CORNER
UNIT
8 x 18 x 9

4" RECTANGLE CAP
4 x 18 x 12

CORNERSTONE® 100
STRAIGHT
UNIT
8 x 18 x 12

COMPAC®
STRAIGHT
UNIT
8 x 18 x 12

DIAMOND PRO®
STRAIGHT
UNIT
8 x 18 x 12
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CORNER
UNIT
8 x 18 x 9
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3" UNIVERSAL CAP
3 x 15 x 13

DIAMOND PRO STONE CUT®
STRAIGHT
UNIT
8 x 18 x 12

CORNER
UNIT
8 x 18 x 9

3" UNIVERSAL CAP
3 x 15 x 13
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FIRE PIT SPECIFICATIONS:
YORKSHIRE™ SQUARE FIRE PIT W/ STEEL INSERT & LID

YORKSHIRE™ RECTANGLE FIRE PIT W/ STEEL INSERT
56 x 44 x 16

44 x 44 x 16

ASHLAND™ ROUND FIRE PIT W/ RADIUS COPING
48 1/2 outside dia.
32 1/2 inside dia.
22 1/2 tall

ASHLAND™ ROUND FIRE PIT W/ STEEL INSERT & LID

Steel Insert w/Lid
(Optional)

48 1/2 outside dia.
32 1/2 inside dia.
20" tall

Spark Screen
(optional)

Retro-Fit Ring
included

SUFFOLK™ ROUND FIRE PIT W/ RADIUS COPING

Coping Colors:

69 outside dia.
49 inside dia.
18 1/2 tall

2-pc. Steel Ring
(optional)

Charcoal

Mocha

Sand

Mocha

Sand

STONELEDGE™ ROUND FIRE PIT W/ RADIUS COPING
50 outside dia.
30 inside dia.
17 1/2 tall

Steel Insert w/Lid
(optional)

Spark Screen
(optional)

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIFICATIONS:
NAPA™ CURBSTONE
3x8x8

EDGESTONE™
6 x 12 x 4

STEPPING STONES
Four irregular shapes
(9x ea/pallet)

Charcoal

YORKSHIRE™ BISTRO TABLE

Cap Colors:
42 x 42 x 40 Tall
Charcoal

Mocha

Sand

newlinehardscapes.com
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828 East Earl Road, New Holland, PA 17551
16401 International Street, Doswell, VA 23047
855.570.5463 | www.newlinehardscapes.com
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